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NEW DELHI , INDIA, March 10, 2015
/EINPresswire.com/ -- In India
traditionally the best electronics were first
launched in Japan then they trickled
down to India maybe in a few month,
sometimes even years. In the last few
years Chinese products have been
flooding the Indian market. However the
average Indian is looking for quality
which the average Chinese product
doesn’t really give. As a sort of game
changer of sorts its now the Koreans that

are making their presence in India. Samsung maybe conquering the worldwide mobile phone market
and it is companies like GT Telecom which are coming up with remarkable products that are high in
quality, while maintaining buyer friendly low prices.

Mobifren GBH – S700 Features

Very High Quality Sound
If you are a music enthusiast, this Bluetooth headset is for you. Actually this is far more than just a
Bluetooth headset. Mobifren GBH-S700 delivers absolutely stunning premium Hi-Fi sound that has
rarely been heard with wireless headphones. The MSTS tuning technology in the headset gives high
quality stereo.
It also has 5 equalizer effects which include a mode for those who like Sennheiser, Sony and Shure
effects.

CD Quality sound
Mobifren GBH-S700 also has apt-X codec inbuilt which means the sound quality is similar to CD
quality sound.

Inbuilt MP3 player
There is a micro SD slot to carry your music with you on the go without it eating in your precious
mobile phone space.

Voice Prompt
Allows you to operate the headset through voice commands.

Caller ID TTS
If you press the headset button when there is a call, the mobile phone stops ringing and reads the
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caller’s ID.

Inbuilt Pedometer
The inbuilt pedometer guides walking steps, distance and calorie consumption to you as pedometer.

Find Phone
Helps you trace your mobile phone

Camera Remote Control
You can use it as a remote control for your camera

The Verdict
Mobifren GBH S700 is a piece of marvel from Korea. It’s high quality, unlike the Chinese products,
currently flooded in Indian market. Priced at under $200 Mobifren GBH S700 is a definite
recommendation. It could have easily cost between $500 to $700 range. Absolutely outstanding
workmanship, quality and great pricing. Go for it!
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